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BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

The present invention is related to the field of data

communications networks, and more particularly to techniques for

configuring node addresses in Internet Protocol (IP) and other

networks

.

One task to be performed in managing data communications

networks is assigning addresses to network nodes, a process also

referred to as "configuring" addresses in the network. In

particular, it is necessary to configure addresses used at the

network layer, or layer 3, of network operation as defined in the

Open Systems Interconnect (OSI) communications model. At the

network layer, message routing protocols are generally used to

route messages among the network nodes. Network-layer addresses

are used to uniquely identify the sources and destinations of

messages, and devices known as "routers" use these addresses to

forward messages toward respective destination nodes.

Network layer addresses typically reflect network topology to

at least some degree. For example, it is common to assign a block

of network-layer addresses having a single "prefix" for exclusive

use by nodes connected to a given single link, such as an Ethernet

local-area network (LAN) . Such a prefix may consist, for example,

of some number of most significant bits of a 32-bit IP address.

For example, the prefix for a given link may be a 3-byte value
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represented as 10.4.4. The full address of each node on the link

is formed by concatenating the prefix with a node-specific

least-significant part, such as a one-byte node number. Thus, the

address for node number 122, for example, on the above link would

be 10.4.4.122. Network routers utilize the prefix portion of

network addresses to forward messages within the network according

to the routing protocol. The last router in a path requires the

full address in order to identify a specific destination node on

the destination link.

Because they reflect network topology, network layer

addresses must be configured dynamically, in the context of a

specific operational network. In this regard, network-layer

addresses differ from layer-2 addresses, or link-layer addresses,

which can be device-specific. An example of such layer-2

addresses are Ethernet media access control (MAC) addresses, which

are also known as Equipment Unique Identifier 48 (EUI-48)

addresses. These addresses are 48 bits in length, and they are

generally assigned to devices at the time of their manufacture.

An administrative address-assigning authority is responsible for

assigning these addresses in a coherent fashion, specifically to

ensure global uniqueness of assigned addresses.

Network-layer addresses must be unique within a given network

region in which a particular routing protocol is used, in order to

unambiguously identify the sources and destinations of messages.

To satisfy this uniqueness requirement as well as the

above-described topology requirements, the address configuration

process has generally been carried out by a human network operator

using network management tools. However, the manual configuring

of network addresses can have undesirable drawbacks. The

configuration process can be time consuming and error prone. For

this reason, it is desirable to automate the configuring of

network addresses as much as possible.

In U.S. Patent No. 5,398,242 of Perlman, issued March 14,

1995 and entitled "Automatically Configuring LAN Numbers", a



technique is described for automatically assigning numbers to

local area networks (LANs) in an extended network having several

LANs connected together by bridges. The LAN numbers are used by

the bridges to identify LANs in a source routing protocol. One

5 bridge on each LAN becomes a "designated bridge" for the LAN. A

central database is used to maintain associations between

designated bridges and assigned LAN numbers. The designated

bridge for a LAN obtains a LAN number by transmitting a request

identifying the bridge and a bridge port to which the LAN is

10 connected. In response, a "root" bridge selects an unused LAN

number and includes it in a response message sent back to the

requesting bridge. The requesting bridge in turn transmits LAN

number identification messages incorporating the LAN number to the

other bridges on the LAN, which then use the LAN numbers in

!JL5 executing the source routing protocol.

A network configuration issue that is related to the problem

of address configuration is the issue of the best deployment of

routers and bridges. There are tradeoffs to be made when

considering either device for a given network location. Bridges

20 generally have the advantages of simplicity and low cost.

Additionally, there is a large installed base of Ethernet LANs

which employ bridges. As traffic increases on a group of bridged

links, however, performance can degrade significantly. When a

router is used, the various attached links are treated as separate

25 entities from the perspective of the routing protocol. The links

are de-coupled from each other at the data link layer, thus

operating more independently. However, the use of a router

generally results in higher costs and increases the demand for

network-layer addresses. Once a router or bridge has been chosen

30 for a given location, traffic conditions may change such that

better performance or cost effectiveness could be achieved by

replacing a router with a bridge or vice-versa. However, it may

be difficult and costly to make such a replacement. A network
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operator may be forced to choose between undesirable expenditures

and sub-optimal network performance.

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

In accordance with the present invention, a network device is

5 disclosed that can dynamically switch between layer 2 operation

and layer 3 operation. This provides desirable flexibility in the

deployment of network resources, and promotes efficient use of

network layer address space.

The network device includes bridging logic that functions,

10 when enabled, as a data link layer bridge. In particular, the

bridging logic receives data link layer messages from two or more

communications links coupled to the network device, wherein the

communications links form part of a single network-layer segment.

y The bridging logic forwards the messages received from one

J!L5 communications link to another communications link using the data

link layer information in the received messages, such as for

example EUI-48 addresses.

The network device also includes routing logic that

functions, when enabled, as a network layer router. The routing

20 logic receives network layer messages from the different

communications links configured as different network-layer network

segments, and selectively forwards the network layer messages

received from one communications link to another communications

link. The forwarding is based on a network routing algorithm and

25 network layer addresses contained in the received network layer

messages. For example, the routing logic may examine Internet

Protocol (IP) addresses in the received messages, and process the

messages in accordance with a link-state routing algorithm such as

the Intermediate System to Intermediate System (IS-IS) or Open

30 Shortest Path First (OSPF) algorithms.

Selection logic in the network device is dynamically

operative to enable the bridging logic and disable the routing

logic under a first set of operating conditions, and enable the
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routing logic and disable the bridging logic under a second set of

operating conditions. When the transition from router to bridge

is made, multiple distinct network-layer segments are merged into

a single bridged network-layer segment. When the transition from

bridge to router is made, a single bridged network-layer segment

is divided into multiple segments, each with a distinct identity

from the perspective of the routing algorithm.

Among other potential benefits, the merging of segments

results in releasing one or more link numbers for use by other

network-layer segments in the network, such as a new segment which

might otherwise be denied a link number in the address

configuration process. Dividing segments can be useful when the

traffic on the network-layer segment becomes very heavy, for

example. Segments can be divided in this way if there are unused

link numbers available for the new segments being created. The

merging and dividing functionality can be used in a complementary

fashion by multiple devices in a network region in the dynamic re-

configuring of local area network (LAN) boundaries.

Other aspects, features, and advantages of the present

invention are disclosed in the detailed description that follows.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE SEVERAL VIEWS OF THE DRAWING

The invention will be more fully understood by reference to

the following Detailed Description in conjunction with the

Drawing, of which:

Figure 1 is a block diagram of a network region consistent

with the present invention; and

Figure 2 is a diagram of the structure of a network-layer

address in the network region of Figure 1.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

An Internet Protocol (IP) network is partitioned into

regions, each of which includes host computers or end nodes,

routers, bridges and links. Each link interconnects a subset of



the nodes of the region, and the links are interconnected by the

routers and/or bridges. A simplified example of such an IP

network region is shown in Figure 1, and is described below. The

following description refers to "routers", which may be devices

that can function only as routers or may be the router

functionality in a device that can also perform bridging. These

latter devices are also referred to as "router/bridges" below.

For ease of description, in the illustrated case it is

assumed that each link in the region is an Ethernet Local Area

Network (LAN), and that each node has a unique 48-bit "media

access control" (MAC) address. Uniqueness of Ethernet MAC

addresses is guaranteed by a known administrative

address-assigning process, which employs a single

address-assigning authority. As described below, it is important

that routers be uniquely identifiable in a network region. This

criterion can be met conveniently by using the MAC addresses in an

Ethernet-only environment. In other environments, other methods

may be used to uniquely identify the routers in a network region.

For example, each router may be allowed to simply choose an

identifier at random from a very large identifier space. If the

space is sufficiently large, the probability of duplicates is

correspondingly low.

The IP protocol is a network-layer or layer-3 communications

protocol. Each network node has a layer-3 address, referred to as

an IP address, which is used to identify the node as the source or

destination of IP messages or "packets". IP routers execute a

distributed routing program that is responsible for routing

packets along paths from source nodes to one or more destination

nodes, based on the IP addresses appearing in the packets and

network topology information known to the routers. There are

several types of routing programs. These include programs using a

"distance vector" algorithm, such as the Routing Information

Protocol or RIP, and programs using a "link state protocol",

examples of which include the Intermediate System to Intermediate



System (IS-IS) and Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) routing

protocols. In the present description it is assumed that a link

state routing protocol is operating. However, techniques

described herein may be practiced in other routing environments,

such as a RIP environment, as well.

The process by which IP addresses are assigned to the various

nodes of a region of an IP network is generally referred to as

"address configuration". As described above, it is desirable that

address configuration be as automatic as possible, to avoid the

problems associated with manual configuration. To this end, the

32-bit IP addresses of the nodes of Figure 1 are divided into

three separate fields as shown in Figure 2. A first field

occupies the most significant 16 bits, labeled bits 31-16. This

field is referred to as a "region number", and defines an IP

"region prefix" which uniquely identifies a region within a

greater IP network. A second field occupies bits 15-8 and is

referred to as a "link number". This field is concatenated with

the region prefix to form a 3-byte IP "link prefix". The third

field, occupying bits 7-0 and referred to as a "node number", is

concatenated with the link prefix to form the complete node IP

address

.

Dividing the IP address into separate fields enables the

address configuration task to be broken into three generally

independent tasks, namely: (1) configuring a region prefix for

each region in a network; (2) configuring a link number for each

link in each region; and (3) configuring a node number for each

node on each link. There are known algorithms by which a

collection of nodes on a link auto-configure themselves with

unique node numbers. Additionally, it is assumed for present

purposes that a network operator or some other means is relied

upon to configure region prefixes and ensure that they are

propagated to all the nodes of the region. Accordingly, only the

auto-configuring of the link number portion of the IP addresses by

the routers in a region is described below.



One router on each link is identified as a "specified router"

or SR for purposes of the presently-disclosed auto-configuration

protocol. The responsibilities of the SR on each link are to

obtain a link number for the link and to inform the other nodes on

the link of the obtained link number. The role of SR may be

assigned in a variety of ways. For example, network regions using

the OSPF or IS-IS routing protocols employ a special agent on each

link called a "designated router" or DR, which is automatically

selected according to a defined election process. It may be

convenient to assign the SR role to the DR for the links in such a

network region. However, the SR role may be assigned in different

ways, as would be necessary for example in regions using routing

protocols that do not employ a DR. The SR may be automatically

selected in a manner similar to the election process used in OSPF,

or may simply be designated by a network operator or other means.

Once an SR has been established for each link, there are two

different techniques that can be used to auto-configure the

link number of each link in the region. In one technique referred

to as the "centralized" technique, a single router in the region

assigns the link numbers and informs the SRs of the link number

assignments. For purposes of this description, this single router

is referred to as the "address assignment router" or AAR. In

another technique, referred to below as the "distributed"

technique, the routers communicate among themselves in a fashion

that enables the SRs to self-assign link numbers while

guaranteeing their uniqueness within the region.

In the centralized technique, the AAR is first selected in

some fashion. This can be done, for example, by causing each

router to execute the well-known spanning tree algorithm to

identify a "root node", to which the role of AAR is then assigned.

Alternatively, in a link-state routing environment in which each

router knows of identifier (ID) values for all of the other

routers, the router whose ID meets a certain criterion (such as

the highest ID value) can be declared the AAR. It is possible for



the role of AAR to be transferred dynamically from one router to

another. This operation is described below.

Each router acting as an SR for a link creates a "link name"

that is used to uniquely identify the link for purposes of the

auto-configuration protocol. In the assumed Ethernet-only region,

a 7-byte link name is conveniently formed by concatenating a

6-byte MAC address associated with the SR and a one-byte value

that uniquely identifies the link to the SR. This one-byte value

may be, for example, a "port number" used within the SR to

identify the port of the SR to which the link is connected. Note

that an SR may have multiple MAC addresses, one for each link to

which it is attached. In such a case, the SR may generally choose

any of its MAC addresses to form the link name. In alternative

embodiments, the local link identifier may be chosen in other

ways, and may contain more or fewer bits as may be necessary and

convenient

.

The SR for each link then generates an address request

message containing the link name, and sends this message to the

AAR. For reasons discussed below, this message may also have a

field for holding a "previous link name" value and a "present link

number" value. In general, the message may be sent in either a

unicast or a multicast manner. In a link-state routing

environment, the message preferably takes the form of a link-state

packet that is flooded to all routers.

The AAR receives the address request messages from all the

SRs, assigns region-wise unique one-byte link numbers to the

various links, and sends address assignment messages to the SRs to

inform them of the link number assignments. The AAR maintains a

table that associates each received 7-byte link name with a

corresponding link number as assigned by the AAR. As described

below, this list is updated dynamically in order to accommodate

changes in the network, such as the initialization of new links,

router outages, etc.



If the network region has an excessively high number of links

(in the illustrated embodiment more than 256) , the AAR can become

unable to fulfill address requests once all possible link numbers

have been assigned. The nodes attached to a link for which a link

5 number request has been denied are not able to communicate with

nodes on other links, although they are still able to communicate

among themselves. As a general matter, it is desirable that the

number of links in a region be fewer than the maximum number of

link numbers that can be assigned. This goal can be realized to

10 some extent using manual configuration processes. Additionally, a

technique described below can be used to dynamically merge links

under certain conditions to assist in reaching this goal.

Preferably, the address assignment messages generated by the

AAR are multicast messages that are flooded throughout the region,

P|l5 although they can also be individually addressed unicast messages.

If the messages are sent reliably (for example, as part of a

O link-state protocol) , then it is necessary to send messages only

when there is a change in the address assignment information.

Otherwise, the messages can be sent at regular time intervals, for

2 0 example.

Each address assignment message includes the contents of the

above-described table, i.e., the set of pairings (link name,

link number) created by the AAR. Each SR receives the

address-assignment messages and extracts the link number paired

25 with the 7-byte link name of each link for which the SR is

responsible. The SR concatenates the one-byte link number with

the 2-byte IP region prefix (Figure 2) to create the 3-byte IP

link prefix for the link. The SR maintains the link prefix in a

routing database for use in the execution of the routing protocol.

30 The SR also forwards the link prefix to all the other nodes on the

link by periodic announcements or responses to queries, as is

known in the art. Each node forms its complete IP address by

concatenating its node number (configured by other means as
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discussed above) with the link prefix, and uses this address in

carrying out the IP communications protocol.

An example is presented to illustrate the operation of the

centralized technique. Referring to Figure 1, a network region

includes three Ethernet links LI, L2 and L3. Attached to link LI

are two host nodes Hi-i, Hi_2 and a router node RA . Attached to

link L2 are two host nodes H2-i, H2 _2 and a router node RB .

Attached to link L3 are two host nodes H3_i, H3 _ 2 , the two router

nodes RA and RB , and another router node Rc . As shown, each router

node has multiple ports, labeled "1", "2", etc., for connection to

different links. Ports 2 and 3 of router Rc are connected to

unlabeled links assumed to be outside the region for purposes of

auto-configuration

.

As mentioned above, each node in the illustrated example has

a unique MAC address. For purposes of this description, the

values of the MAC addresses for the routers RA , RB , and Rc are

referred to symbolically as MACA , MACB , and MACC respectively. It

is further assumed that the roles of SR for the various links and

the role of AAR have been established as follows:

Link 1 SR - RA

Link 2 SR - RB

Link 3 SR - Rc

AAR - RA

Each SR first forms a link name, in this example using port

numbers as the one-byte local link identifiers. The results of

these operations

concatenation:

Link

LI

L2

L3

SR

Ra

Rb

Rc

are as follows,

MACA | 1

MACB |2

MACdl

indicates



Next, each SR forms an address request message including the

respective link name, and sends the message to the AAR. The AAR

performs the link number assignment according to an algorithm that

guarantees that no link number is assigned to more than one link.

5 For illustration purposes, it is assumed that the AAR creates the

following link number assignments:

Link Name Link #

MACA |1 15

MACB I
2 2 6

10 MACcU 105

Finally, the AAR generates address assignment messages

containing the link number assignments for all link names known to

: it, and broadcasts these messages throughout the region. When

-:_IL5 router RA sees a message containing the entry (MACA |1, 15), it

.! concatenates the number 15 to the IP region prefix to yield an IP

link prefix, and configures link Ll with this link prefix. Router

RA also forwards this link prefix to the hosts Hi_i and Hi_ 2 for

their use in forming an IP address as described above. Similar

2 0 actions occur at routers RB and Rc , which use the values 26 and 105

respectively to form the link prefixes for links L2 and L3

.

£l In order to promote stability in the link number assignments

despite router outages and other events in the network, each

address request message for a link preferably contains both the

25 currently assigned link number (if any) and a value called the

"previous link name" (if any) . The currently assigned link number

can be useful, for example, if the address configuration

information has become lost at the AAR. In such a case, the AAR

re-assigns the current link number (as contained in the request

30 message) to the link name in the request message, and regenerates

the pairing for the link in its address configuration database.

The link number assigned to the link remains the same.

The previous link name is useful when a router assumes the

role of SR from a router originally acting as the SR, which
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happens for example when the original SR suffers an outage. In

this case, a pairing has already been established between a

link number and a link name based on the MAC address of the

original SR. To the AAR, however, a request from the new SR

5 {containing a link name based on its MAC address) appears to be a

request for a new link number. Before assigning a new

link number, however, the AAR first determines whether a pairing

already exists for the previous link name contained in the

request. If such a pairing exists, the AAR changes the link name

10 in the pairing to the new link name contained in the request, and

includes this new pairing in its address assignment messages.

Once the new SR receives an address assignment message containing

, the new pairing, it no longer needs to include the previous link

name in its address request messages.

nJ-5 While the above-described technique employs the MAC addresses

of the SRs to uniquely identify the links to the AAR, in

O alternative embodiments this unique identification may be achieved

^" in other ways. For purposes of the auto-configuration protocol,

;

=== the values used for link names need only distinguish among the

_20 links in a region. It may be convenient, for example, to employ

-! codes that specify a manufacturer, model and serial number for

each router, which combination is guaranteed to be unique for each

router in a network.

It is possible for auto-configuration of IP addresses to be

25 performed without the use of a central address-assigning authority

such as the AAR. To do so, the SRs select link numbers for

themselves and then communicate with each other to detect and

resolve any conflicts in the selections. This technique is

particularly suited to the link-state routing environment, in

30 which all the routers are continually broadcasting and receiving

link-state packets as part of the routing protocol. It is also

adaptable to other routing environments as well.

Each SR maintains a database containing (link name,

link number) pairings that are known to the SR from information in



link-state packets received from other routers. When an SR

requires a link number for an attached link, it selects one that

is unassigned according to this database, and includes the

selected link number in its link-state packets. Each SR

5 continually monitors received link-state packets to determine

whether another SR has selected the same link number. If such a

condition is detected, then some priority criterion is evaluated

to determine whether an alternative link number must be selected.

For example, an SR may select another link number if the other SR

10 has a numerically greater link name. Other algorithms for

resolving conflicts in the selection of link numbers can also be

used.

As previously mentioned, there must be some means by which

11 region prefixes are made known to the nodes in a region.

15 Generally, one or more routers exist at the "edge" of a region,

meaning that they have at least one connection to the greater

network of which the region is only a part. In the exemplary

network region of Figure 1, for example, router Rc may serve as

such an edge router. It may be convenient to provide a region

20 prefix to such an edge router, for example by manual

configuration, and enable the edge router to automatically

disseminate the region prefix to the other nodes in the region.

In a link-state routing environment, this dissemination can be

accomplished using special link-state packets containing the

25 assigned region prefix and a flag or other indication. The SR for

each link can then inform the nodes on the link using a mechanism

like that used to disseminate the link number.

As mentioned above, there may be operating conditions in

which all available link numbers for a region have been used when

30 an SR attempts to acquire a link number on behalf of a link. In

general, under such circumstances the nodes on the link cannot be

configured with network layer addresses, and therefore these nodes

are effectively excluded from the region. The likelihood of such

circumstances can be reduced by careful network planning and
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management. Nevertheless, it is desirable that there be a more

dynamic way of addressing this problem, in order to provide

flexibility in network configuration without the need for the

intervention of network management personnel.

5 To address this issue, certain devices in a region

incorporate bridging functionality as well as routing

functionality. The routing function operates at layer 3, or the

network layer, while the bridging function operates at layer 2, or

the data link layer, of the OSI model. For purposes of this

10 description, these devices are referred to as router/bridges.

Each such device incorporates a selection function that causes it

to function as a router under one set of operating conditions and

,«! to function as a bridge under another set of operating conditions.

- -: When a router/bridge is 'functioning as a router, different

fit 5 attached links are generally treated as separate entities from a

^ routing perspective. In particular, different attached links are

41 configured with different network-layer address prefixes. When a

;H
router/bridge is functioning as a bridge, two or more attached

:" links are logically merged into a single network-layer link from a

20 routing perspective, and thus a single network-layer address

j"J
prefix is shared by all nodes on the merged links.

^ The router/bridge functionality can be illustrated with a

variation of the above example. Let it be assumed that the SR for

link L3 is the device RB (which is a router/bridge) instead of

25 router Rc . Let it be further assumed that link number request

messages are generated for links LI, L3 and L2 in that order, and

the AAR is unable to assign a link number in response to the

request on behalf of link L3 . Upon discovering that a separate

link number for link L3 cannot be obtained, the router/bridge RB

30 consults an internally-maintained configuration database that

includes data regarding the number of nodes on each attached link.

The router/bridge RB determines whether there are more than some

desirable maximum number of nodes connected to links L3 and L2

collectively. This maximum number may be 256, for example, which
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is the maximum number of available 8-bit node numbers. To allow

room for growth, it may be desirable that this maximum number be a

smaller value, such as 128 or a number between 128 and 256. If

the number of nodes attached to links L3 and L2 collectively is

5 not more than this number, the router/bridge RB assumes the

function of a bridge with respect to these two links.

Although in the foregoing example, the router/bridge that

assumes the function of a bridge is the device RB serving as the

SR for the link L3, in general any router/bridge can change its

10 function to achieve a desired configuration. In general, an SR

maintains the information that is needed to make the decision to

change function, whereas this information may not exist at a

pi non-SR device. However, a non-SR device can either be provided

=
| with the information to permit it to act autonomously, or it can

15 be directed to change its function by a command message from

--4 another router or non-router device in the network.

i=:f
In the simplified example above, the router/bridge RB is

concerned with only two links, L2 and L3, that can potentially be

merged. In general, a router/bridge may have more than two

2 0 attached links from which to choose candidates for merging. In

;«l such a case, some type of selection algorithm must be employed.

u As a general matter, it is preferable to merge links having

relatively fewer attached nodes, so that the merged link does not

have an unnecessarily large number of nodes. A router/bridge can

25 make this choice alone if it has sufficient information,

specifically information concerning the number of nodes connected

to each link attached to the router.

However, it may be that such information is either incomplete

or totally lacking at a router/bridge. This would be the case,

30 for example, when a non-SR router/bridge is the best candidate to

make the desired functional change. More generally, it may be

that there are links attached to another router/bridge in the

region that are better candidates for merging than the

router/bridge that has detected the need for merging. Therefore,
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it is generally desirable that the routers, bridges, and

router/bridges in a region communicate among themselves in some

fashion to enable the proper merging decision to be made. This

communication can be accomplished, for example, as an extension to

the routing protocol being employed in the region. In the

centralized configuration method described above, for example, it

may be desirable for the AAR to make merging decisions and to

instruct router/bridges to change functionality as necessary. If

a decision is made at a given router/bridge and involves only

locally attached links, the router/bridge can switch its

functionality autonomously. However, any distributed algorithm

should ensure that different router/bridges make compatible

decisions. Inter-device communications can be advantageously

employed toward this end.

There are various methods by which router/bridges can

determine the population of attached links. A given router/bridge

may be responsible for assigning node numbers on the link, and

therefore is aware of the link population as a result of tracking

the assigned node numbers. It may be convenient for the AAR to

maintain this information when the centralized link number

assignment technique described above is employed. In such a case,

each router forwards link population information to the AAR as

part of a request message or other protocol message. When the

distributed link-number assignment technique is used, the link

population information can be included in the link-state packets

flooded to all routers, and each router/bridge is responsible for

maintaining the relevant information.

It may be useful for additional information to be maintained

and used in making decisions regarding link merging. This

information can include, for example, the amount of traffic

appearing on a link over a recent interval, or other information

concerning the activity of nodes on the link. In general, any

potentially relevant information can be useful.



It may also may be desirable that network-layer links be

dynamically dividable, especially in network regions employing

dynamic merging. It may be desirable to divide a link, for

example, if it becomes very large or its traffic approaches the

traffic-bearing capacity of the link. In this case, a

router/bridge switches from functioning as a bridge with respect

to two or more attached links to functioning as a router with

respect to at least some of those links. That is, one or more of

the attached links is assigned a new network-layer prefix, using

for example one of the above-described techniques, and the

previously bridged links become separate entities in the routing

database. This type of change requires that a link prefix be

obtainable for each new link to be created. There are also

considerations similar to those for the merging decision, such as

the general desirability of dividing larger or more active

network-layer links before dividing smaller or quieter links. As

in the case of link merging, the decision to divide a network

layer link may be made locally or in concert with one or more

other router/bridges.

Methods and apparatus for dynamically changing the boundaries

of local area networks have been shown. It will be apparent to

those skilled in the art that modifications to and variations of

the disclosed techniques are possible without departing from the

inventive concepts disclosed herein, and therefore the invention

should not be viewed as limited except to the full scope and

spirit of the appended claims.


